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Motivated by examples from biology, electromagnetics and composite materials,
we formulate a generic inverse problem for estimation of parameters represented
as random variables. A general theoretical framework is outlined and applied to a
model for the HIV infection pathway.

1 Introduction

In this lecture we present a summary of some of our experiences in the Industrial Applied Mathematics Program (IAMP-see
www.ncsu.edu/crsc/iamp.html) at North Carolina State University. This program involves a number of projects (23 projects in 2000-2001) with industrial
and nonacademic lab research groups. These projects incorporate certain
common elements, especially with regard to sources of uncertainty.
In particular, we nd that uncertainty is important in several distinct
aspects including: i.data acquisition and related (sensor) observation error;
ii.modeling intra-and inter-individual variability in systems and data. These
aspects arise in diverse applications including inverse problems involving composite materials, biological systems, and electromagnetic imaging.
There are a number of approaches and tools critical to these e orts. These
include:
i. Sensitivity analysis (with respect to parameters, geometry, etc.);
ii.

\Dispersion" - type modeling and random parameters (to treat intraindividual variability);

iii.

Random (stochastic) parameters and mechanisms (to treat interindividual variability in aggregate data and observations) in the context
of \mixed e ects"/\mixing distributions" modeling; and
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Model reduction techniques including reduced order dynamic models for
complex systems (e.g., Proper Orthogonal Decomposition on damages see Banks et al10 , etc.).
A central feature of each e ort is an inverse or parameter estimation problem
which can be succinctly stated as follows.
iv.

Generic Inverse Problem: One is given a set of data d^ = fdi g correspond-

ing to (perhaps partial) observations, Cy(ti ; ), of the state y. The state
dynamics are given by a parameter () dependent system
dy
dt

= f (t; y(t); )
(1)
where f can represent ordinary, functional, or partial di erential equations
and where  is a (possibly vector valued) random variable. In a least squares
setting, the problem is to minimize
J (; d^) =

X j Cy(t ; )
i

i

di j2

(2)

over  2  = subject to (1), where  is a given family of random variables
and C is an observation operator.
This generic problem, of course, includes as special cases the usual problems with constant R.V.'s (i.e., the usual vector or function space parameters
that are not dependent on any measure or variable of uncertainty).
In the next section we mention brie y several problems that can be formulated in this generic framework.
2 Examples
2.1 PBPK Models for TCE in Fat Cells
In Albanese et al1 , Banks and Potter13, Banks

and Potter14, Potter22, the
authors consider models for the distribution of trichloroethylene (a cleaning
solvent) in adipose tissue. The site of interest (the fat tissue \compartment" in
the body) actually consists of millions of cells with varying size, residence time,
vasculature and geometry. The resulting models which are nonlinear partial
di erential equations entail \axial-dispersion" type adipose tissue compartments to embody uncertain physiological heterogeneities in a single organism
(rat). This models intra-individual variability due to the disperse nature of

the micro structure in an individual. Most data (often even in vitro data)
available for use in model tting, however, involve aggregate data from a
collection of individuals. This inter-individual variability is treated by viewing parameters (including intra-individual dispersion parameters) as random
variables. One then attempts to estimate the associated distributions from
aggregate data (multiple rat data) which also contains uncertainty (noise).
2.2 Thermally Conductive Composite Adhesives

Design methodology for composite adhesives is investigated in Bihari19 , Banks
and Bihari7 where the question of interest focuses on how to produce an adhesive with enhanced thermal conductivity. The objects of interest are epoxies
and gels (with low thermal conductivity) lled with (highly conductive) particles, such as diamond dust, carbon, and aluminum. To pursue such studies,
one employs models for heat transport (e ective conductivity) in heterogeneous materials. Data from multiple samples are used to estimate parameters
related to thermal properties of the composite materials. Also of importance
in design of such materials are sensitivity analyses with respect to particle conductivity, geometry, etc. along with homogenization techniques. Both intraand inter- individual variability (due to varying particle sizes and non-uniform
material samples) must be treated in these studies. This again results in parameters treated as random variables. Another aspect of uncertainty plays a
role here since one is interested in properties of materials with randomly generated physical location of particles (i.e., uncertainty in location of particles)
with distributions of particle size (uncertainty in particle size).
2.3 Electromagnetic Imaging of Dielectric Materials
The monograph Banks et al9 focuses on inverse problems

involving electromagnetic detection. It initiates the development of computational techniques
for pulsed microwave interrogation of targets to determine dielectric properties
and geometry. Motivating applications include remote interrogation of military targets and non invasive medical diagnostics. Subsequent e orts (Banks
and Raye15, Banks and Raye16, Banks and Raye17) involve the use of acoustic
interfaces as re ecting devices in this developing technology. However, in practice the targets are usually heterogeneous, complex materials that are to be
characterized by their polarization and conductivity properties. Therefore,
in this class of problems, intra-individual variability arises due to multiple
mechanisms at the basis of the polarization and conductivity. This in turn
leads to a class of interesting inverse problems that can be considered in the

generic framework that is the focus of our lecture here. Speci cally, the model
equations (Maxwell) are of the form (see Banks et al9)
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with polarization P given in very general form by

Z

t

P (t; z ) = g(t s; z )E (s; z )dz:
0
For a heterogeneous material, the polarization P involves a \mixture" of mechanisms, represented by models such as
the Debye model:
"0
dP1 1
+
P1 = ("s "1 )E;
dt


the Lorentz model:
d2 P2 1 dP2
+  dt + !02 P2 = "0 !p2 E
dt2
as well as higher order models and mechanisms. Hence the polarization P is
made up of a distribution of the Pi 's from such a family of di erential equation
systems. Thus, one seeks to estimate a random variable  de ned on a family
of di erential equation side constraints to the Maxwell system (i.e., the sample
space is a family of di erential equations!).
2.4 Modeling of the HIV Infection Pathway

The nal example we present will also be used in the next section to outline
and explain the application of a theoretical framework for the generic inverse
problem introduced in Section 1. The HIV infection pathway, as depicted in
Figure 1, is quite complex and entails a number of steps:
i. viral entry into target (uninfected cell);
ii. reverse transcription of viral RNA into DNA;
iii. transport of newly made DNA into the nucleus;
iv. integration of viral DNA into chromosome;
v. production of viral RNA and protein; and

creation of new virus from newly synthesized RNA molecules and proteins.
An important feature of numerous models (see Banks et al8 , Bortz et al21 and
the references therein) which appears to agree with these biological processes
are the intracellular delays:
 1 : the time that a newly (acutely infected) cell takes to become a productively infected cell, and
 1 +2 : the time that an acutely infected cell takes to become a chronically
infected cell.
Typical model variables include V , the infectious viral population count,
A the number of acutely infected cells, C the number of chronically infected
cells, T the number of uninfected target cells, and X = A + C + T , the total
cell population count. Some models (especially those involving treatment and
control) also entail immune response variables.
Models that account for intracellular delays usually involve systems of
equations of the form (generally nonlinear)
vi.

dV
dt

= cV (t) + na A(t  ) + nc C (t) nvt V (t)T (t)
where  is a production delay which actually is distributed across the population of cells. That is, one should write

Z

1
dV
=
cV (t) + na
A(t  )k ( )d + nc C (t) nvt V (t)T (t)
dt
0
where k is a probability density to be estimated from aggregate data.
Even if k is given, these systems are nontrivial to simulate; this requires

development of fundamental techniques Banks5, Banks and Kappel11 for both
simulation and estimation. To be more precise, a speci c model (see Banks
et al8 ) is given by:
V_ (t) =

cV (t) + nA
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where
C (t) = E2 fC (t;  )g =
A

Z

r

0

C (t;  )d2 ( );

is the number of acute cells, V (t) = VA (t) + Vc (t),
VA (t) = E1 fVA (t;  )g =

Z

0

r

VA (t;  )d1 ( )

is the number of virions at time t produced by acutely infected cells, and Vc (t)
is the number of virions at time t that have been produced by chronically
infected cells. Here 1 is the probability distribution for the delay from acute
infection to viral production, and 2 is the probability distribution for the
delay from acute infection to chronic infection, T is the number of cells, X is
the total (infected + uninfected) number of cells.
In the next section we present a theoretical framework and indicate how
it can be applied to treat this example.
3 A Theoretical Framework

In order to develop a theoretical basis for the generic inverse problem of
Section 1, one must develop some topological notions for a measure space
over which to minimize the cost functional (2). For this we rely on some
basics of probability theory as summarized in Banks and Bihari6 (see also
Billingsley20 ).
We de ne  = (T ) = f = (1 ; 2 ) : i are probability measures on
T = [0; r]g. Then ((T ); ) is a metric space with Prohorov metric . It is
a complete metric space and is compact since T is compact. The Prohorov
metric is not intuitively de ned, but convergence in this metric can be stated
in several simple and readily usable forms. They are equivalent and are given
by:
i. (k ; ) ! 0;

R

R

! T gd for all g 2 C (T );
iii. k [A] ! [A] for all Borel A  T with [@A] = 0:
For details on Prohorov metric and an approximation theory, see Banks and
Bihari6, Billingsley20 .
ii.

T

gd k

Once one has a topology on the space of random variables used as parameters, one can readily develop a general theoretical framework that includes the
HIV models of Section 2.4. We consider a parameter () dependent functional
di erential equation (FDE) system:
dx
dt
x0

= f (t; xt ; );  2 ;
=  where xt () = x(t ); 0    r:
One then assumes (or in the case of the HIV system (3) of Section 2.4, argues)
that (t; ; ) ! f (t; ; ) is
a. continuous from [0; T ]  C [0; r]   to Rn , and
b. locally Lipschitz in .
Then by continuous dependence on \parameters" results for FDE's (an
extension of standard ordinary di erential equation results to FDE's with
general vector space parameters, see Banks2 , Banks3 for the basic ideas), one
obtains that  ! x(t; ) is continuous from  to Rn for each t. This yields


X
! J (; d^) = j Cx(ti ; )
R1 ,

i

di j2

is continuous from  to
where  = ((T ); ); is compact and  is the
Prohorov metric.
Then the general theory of Banks and Bihari6 can be followed to obtain
existence and stability for inverse problems (continuous dependence with respect to data of solutions of the inverse problem). Moreover, an approximation
theory is obtained that can be used as a basis for computational methods.
We can also obtain results for \method stability under approximation"
(see Banks4, Banks and Kunisch12, Banks et al18 ). To brie y summarize
these, let TM = fjM g  T be such that [M TM is dense in T and de ne

P pj = 1g:
M
M (T ) = fM 2  : M = PM
j =1 pj ÆjM ; j 2 TM ; pj 2 R; pj  0;
Let d^ = fdi g; d^k = fdki g be sets of data (observations) such that d^k ! d^ as
k ! 1. De ne
M (d^k ) = fset of minimizers for

J k ( ) = J (; d^k )

over M (T )g;

and
 (d^) = fset of minimizers for J (; d^) over (T )g:
Let dist (A; B ) be the Hausdor distance between sets A and B . Then
we have
Theorem 1 We have dist (M (d^k );  (d^)) ! 0 as M ! 1; d^k ! d^, so that
solutions depend continuously on data and approximate problems are \method
stable".

The above theory can be applied to the HIV model (3) given in Section
2.4. To see this, let x = (V; A; C; T ) and observe
R that the  dependent terms
in right sides of the system have the form 0r x(t  )d( ), so that continuity
with respect to  in the Prohorov metric is readily established, i.e., by the
equivalence of (i.) and (ii.) above, we have immediately
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whenever

( k ;  ) ! 0:

The data is such that the di are observations for A(ti ) + C (ti ) + T (ti ), so
that the remainder of the conditions needed for the theory to be applicable
are readily satis ed.
In Banks et al8 , we used experimental data to estimate the delays in the
HIV models of Section 2.4 in the context of such a framework as described
here. In these inverse problem calculations in Banks et al8 we used numerical
approximation methods for the FDE's (both discrete delays and continuous
probability density functions were used). The approximation methods were
spline-based as developed in Banks5 and Banks and Kappel11 .
In the results reported in Banks et al8, we estimated p of the nonlinear
term p(V; T ), and Dirac measures 1 = Æ1 and 2 = Æ1 +2 as well as continuous probability density functions associated with the delays from acute
infection to viral production and from acute infection to chronic infection.
Extremely good ts to the experimental data were obtained.
4 Concluding Remarks

We close with several summary comments.
1. Randomness (uncertainty) is ubiquitous in inverse and estimation problems, whether due to uncertainty in modeling, intra- and inter-individual
variability in aggregate data for populations, etc. or combinations of
these.

2. Important applications include: biology (PBPK models, HIV cellular
infection models); materials (design of modern composites); electromagnetic interrogation (medical diagnostics, remote detection) as well as numerous others.
3. Successful e orts require combining deterministic and probabilistic modeling, and theoretical and computational ideas (mixing distributions, random e ects).
4. Both theoretical and computational challenges are signi cant!!
Some initial e orts have been made, but much is yet to be done - see
the program on Inverse Problem Methodology in Complex Stochastic Models (www.samsi.info) for Fall, 2002 at the new institute, the Statistical and
Applied Mathematical Sciences Institute (SAMSI).
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Figure 1. HIV Infection Pathway

